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Post-Movement Beta Activity in Sensorimotor Cortex
Indexes Confidence in the Estimations from Internal Models
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Beta oscillations are a dominant feature of the sensorimotor system. A transient and prominent increase in beta oscillations is consistently
observed across the sensorimotor cortical-basal ganglia network after cessation of voluntary movement: the post-movement beta synchronization (PMBS). Current theories about the function of the PMBS have been focused on either the closure of motor response or the processing of
sensory afferance. Computational models of sensorimotor control have emphasized the importance of the integration between feedforward
estimation and sensory feedback, and therefore the putative motor and sensory functions of beta oscillations may reciprocally interact with each
other and in fact be indissociable. Here we show that the amplitude of sensorimotor PMBS is modulated by the history of visual feedback of
task-relevant errors, and negatively correlated with the trial-to-trial exploratory adjustment in a sensorimotor adaptation task in young healthy
human subjects. The PMBS also negatively correlated with the uncertainty associated with the feedforward estimation, which was recursively
updatedinlightofnewsensoryfeedback,asidentifiedbyaBayesianlearningmodel.Theseresultsreconcilethetwoopposingmotorandsensory
views of the function of PMBS, and suggest a unifying theory in which PMBS indexes the confidence in internal feedforward estimation in
Bayesian sensorimotor integration. Its amplitude simultaneously reflects cortical sensory processing and signals the need for maintenance or
adaptation of the motor output, and if necessary, exploration to identify an altered sensorimotor transformation.
Key words: Bayesian integration; estimation uncertainty; internal models; post-movement beta synchronization; sensorimotor
adaptation

Significance Statement
For optimal sensorimotor control, sensory feedback and feedforward estimation of a movement’s sensory consequences should
be weighted by the inverse of their corresponding uncertainties, which require recursive updating in a dynamic environment. We
show that post-movement beta activity (13–30 Hz) over sensorimotor cortex in young healthy subjects indexes the evaluation of
uncertainty in feedforward estimation. Our work contributes to the understanding of the function of beta oscillations in sensorimotor control, and provides further insight into how aberrant beta activity can contribute to the pathophysiology of movement
disorders.

Introduction
Prominent increases in the power of beta oscillations (13–30 Hz)
occur across the cortical-basal ganglia sensorimotor network af-
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ter voluntary movements. However, the function of beta oscillations and of the post-movement beta synchronization (PMBS) in
particular, remains a subject of debate. On the one hand, beta
activity, and by inference the PMBS, has been suggested to reinforce existing motor states and steady motor output (Gilbertson
et al., 2005; Swann et al., 2009; Engel and Fries, 2010; Jenkinson
and Brown, 2011). On the other hand, PMBS has been associated
with the processing of movement-related sensory afferance. Evidence supporting the latter includes observations that a similar
phenomenon also follows passive movements (Cassim et al.,
2001; Alegre et al., 2002), and that the PMBS is modulated by how
a movement is terminated (Alegre et al., 2008) and by errors
related to the completed movement (Tan et al., 2014a).
We propose that these two putative functions of beta oscillations reciprocally interact with each other and therefore are indissociable in sensorimotor control. Computational models of
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sensorimotor control have emphasized the importance of integrating sensory feedback with the predictions from internal feedforward models, to avoid instabilities due to feedback delays and
uncertainty (Wolpert and Miall, 1996; Franklin and Wolpert,
2011; Scott, 2012). Additionally, predictions from the feedforward internal model are also compared against new sensory information of the outcome of the movement, and the mismatch
between the two drives updating of the internal model and a
change in the motor output (Friston, 2010; Shadmehr et al.,
2010).
But how does the motor system gauge whether to rely more on
feedforward estimates of the predicted movement outcome or
the sensory feedback of the actual outcome of the movement?
The relative weight and confidence placed in each source of information has been suggested to be proportional to its reliability
(the inverse of the uncertainty) in accordance with Bayesian statistics (Knill and Pouget, 2004; Todorov, 2004; Faisal et al., 2008).
In support of this, the updating of the internal model has been
shown to be driven by task-relevant errors and modulated by
different uncertainties, consistent with Bayes’ theorem (Körding
and Wolpert, 2004; Wei and Koerding, 2010). Two aspects of
uncertainty, which have different roles in adaptation, are
commonly distinguished (Knight, 1921; Yu and Dayan, 2005;
O’Reilly, 2013). Expected uncertainty, which refers to the known
variability and stochasticity inherent to the environment, drives a
greater reliance on feedforward estimations derived from internal
models. In contrast, uncertainty in feedforward estimates may lead
to more reliance on sensory feedback. For example, sudden changes
in the environment will invalidate previous knowledge, resulting in
increased uncertainty in feedforward estimations and a greater emphasis placed upon current sensory feedback in updating the internal model and adapting motor output.
Therefore, the evaluation and representation of uncertainties
is an essential requirement of Bayesian inference. Here we hypothesize that the PMBS indexes the confidence attributed to
feedforward estimations relative to sensory feedback. Higher amplitude PMBS indicates more confidence in feedforward estimations and the maintenance of more stable motor output. In
comparison, lower amplitude PMBS indicates low confidence in
feedforward estimations and the need for adaptive changes
driven by the sensory feedback, and when marked, the need for
exploratory behavior so as to establish the nature of altered sensorimotor relationships. To test these hypotheses, we measured
cortical beta activity using electroencephalography (EEG) while
young healthy subjects performed a visuomotor adaptation task.
We manipulated the sensory feedback and the history of taskrelevant error before constant perturbations were introduced to
trigger visuomotor adaptation. We expected that this manipulation would prime the subjects with different expected uncertainty
and estimation uncertainty, as confirmed by a Bayesian learning
model (Nassar et al., 2010; O’Reilly, 2013). We predicted that the
amplitude of the PMBS would reduce with increasing uncertainty
in feedforward estimations, which should lead to more weight
being attributed to sensory feedback and more adaptation of motor output.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Seventeen healthy human subjects gave their written informed consent to participate in the experiment (9 men, mean age ⫽
21 years, age range ⫽ 19 –22). They all had normal or corrected-tonormal vision and no medical history that might interfere with the
task. The study was approved by the UK National Research Ethics
Service.
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Experimental setup. All experiments were performed in a well-lit laboratory during daytime. Subjects were seated in front of a computer
monitor and held a finger-joystick with their dominant hand, which
was rested on a padded arm support. Subjects performed an out-andback aiming task by moving the joystick to match a cursor with a
target during two conditions. The cursor, which is the visual feedback
of the position of the joystick, was displayed on the computer monitor
in the form of a red circle that was 6 mm (0.6 visual degrees) in
diameter. The target was a green circle (6 mm diameter) displayed on
the screen. Each trial started with the target (in green) and the cursor
(in red) in the center of the monitor. The target then jumped from the
screen center to another position randomly selected from eight positions equally spaced around an invisible circle with a radius of 7.5 cm
(6.1 visual degrees; Fig. 1A). The green target remained at its new
position for 750 ms before returning to the center position, where the
target stayed stationary for a further 1.25–1.75 s (uniformly distributed) before the next trial began. This summed up to a total intertrial
interval of between 2.0 and 2.5 s. Subjects were instructed to move the
joystick when the green target jumped so as to shift the red cursor
from the central start position to match the position of the green
target with a rapid, discrete and straight movement. The position of
the green target circle was continuously presented throughout the
experiment. The position of the red cursor was presented at rest and
then when the displacement of the joystick reached 95% of the target
position, so that the red cursor showed the location of the initial
reaching position. The subjects were explicitly told that the position
of the feedback cursor would not respond to any later corrective
movements and would return to center when the joystick position
came back to center. This presentation strategy reduced corrective
movements and encouraged more ballistic and straight movements.
Perturbation was implemented by introducing an angular rotation
between the red cursor and the actual movement of the joystick, so
that the cursor, ie, the visual feedback of the joystick position, was
deviated from its actual position (Fig. 1B). After familiarization with
the task, each subject completed two conditions of 310 trials each. The
two experimental conditions differed in the rotation between the
actual joystick position and its visual feedback cursor in the first 80
trials, before the adaptation phase during which a constant rotation
was introduced (trials 81–230). In the first 80 trials, there were either
random rotations, with both the amplitude and direction randomly
changing from trial to trial with the maximal rotation angle equal to
the angle during the constant perturbation phase (RdmPreCdn), or
no rotation (StbPreCdn). In this way, the history of the task-relevant
error was manipulated differently and the subjects were primed in
either a random world (RdmPreCdn) or a stable world (StbPreCdn)
before adaptation. Thereafter, both conditions incorporated an identical adaptation phase with constant rotation (fixed perturbation of
60°, n ⫽ 150), followed by a washout phase without rotation (n ⫽ 80;
Fig. 1C,D). This experimental design was applied to differentiate estimation uncertainty from movement errors. For example, during the
priming phase, there would be trials when there was no perturbation
so the movement error should be low even in the random-world
priming condition (see Fig. 1C). However, due to the randomness of
the perturbation, the estimation uncertainties at those no perturbation trials in RdmPreCdn may be higher than those during the StbPreCdn. On the other hand, when the constant perturbation was first
introduced after the priming, the amplitude of the perturbations was
the same for both experimental conditions, but the estimation uncertainties were different due to the different priming history. Any difference in PMBS between the two experimental conditions in these
two phases would suggest that the PMBS is modulated by estimation
uncertainty rather than movement error.
All subjects performed both conditions in two separate sessions spaced
at least 1 week apart. The subjects were not aware of different adaptation
conditions and were not explicitly told that perturbation would be introduced. During each session, the subjects were reminded to keep trying to
move the joystick so as to match the red dot with the target green dot.
However, in the second session, the subjects might have expected the
introduction of perturbation due to their experience in the first session,
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Figure 1. Experimental paradigm. A, Joystick out-and-back target-matching paradigm. Red and green circles were the cursor and target, respectively. B, Perturbation was introduced as a
rotation between the red cursor and actual joystick outgoing movement (red line), the red cursor was only displayed when the displacement of the joystick reached 95% of the displacement of the
target, and was not responsive to any corrective movements. C, RdmPreCdn: the session started with 80 trials of random-world priming with random perturbations, which changed from
trial-to-trial. This was followed by 150 trials of constant perturbations and then 80 washout trials of no perturbation. D, StbPreCdn: as RdmPreCdn except for the absence of rotation in the first
80 trials for stable-world priming. Shaded areas in C and D show the adaptation phase in each condition.
but they were not aware of the exact pattern of the perturbation. To
minimize this presentation order effect, the two sessions were presented
in counterbalanced order across subjects in a pseudorandomized manner, so that 8 of the 17 subjects performed RdmPreCdn before StbPreCdn, and the other nine subjects performed the task in the reverse
order. The experimenter was aware of the order of the experimental
conditions in which each subject was tested. On both days, subjects began
with a practice session of 50 trials without rotational perturbation between the joystick and the cursor, and then completed the longer experimental session after a short break.
Data recording. The task was presented using open-source software
(PsychoPy v1.74). The timing of the jump of the green target and the
positions of the cursor and target were sampled through PsychoPy at 60
Hz, and sent to a digital-to-analog converter (U3, LabJack) to synchronize the cursor and target positions with simultaneous EEG recordings.
Scalp EEG was recorded from 11 channels over Fz, FCz, Cz, Pz, Oz, F3,
F4, C3, C4, P3, and P4 according to the international 10 –20 EEG system.
EEG was amplified, filtered between DC and 370 Hz, and sampled at the
rate of 2048 Hz using a Porti 32 channel system (TMSi). EEG was referenced to the average signal across all electrodes. The position of the
joystick and the timing of the target jump were also recorded through the
Porti amplifier.
Behavioral analysis. Analyses of both behavioral and EEG data were
performed in MATLAB (v2012b). The displacement of the joystick was
differentiated to calculate velocity, which was subsequently low-pass filtered through a Gaussian kernel with a window duration of 50 ms. Movement initiation was defined as the time when the joystick velocity crossed
a threshold of three times the SD of the signal (and its noise) at “rest” and
sustained this speed for at least 100 ms. Movement termination was the
last time point the hand velocity fell below the threshold for that trial.
The task-relevant error in this paradigm was the cursor angular error
[C(t)], which was defined as the angle between the line connecting the
start position and the displayed cursor position and the line connecting
the start position and the target during that trial. The actual joystick
position error [J(t)] was calculated as the angular mismatch between the
actual joystick position at the maximal velocity of the outgoing movement and the target position. Trial-to-trial adjustment was calculated
based on the absolute change in the actual joystick position error between
sequential trials [兩J(t ⫹ 1) ⫺ J(t)兩]. The difference in the joystick error

across consecutive trials indicated trial-to-trial adjustments in the initial
movement (late corrective movements were excluded), which indexes
adaptive and exploratory behavior. Note that the maximal velocity
tended to occur before the total displacement reached the threshold for
display (95% of maximal displacement), and therefore the position of the
joystick at the moment with maximal speed was not displayed.
Reaction time (interval between target jump and movement initiation), movement duration (interval between movement initiation and
movement termination), cursor angular error, and trial-to-trial adjustment for each trial were calculated for each individual trial and then
averaged within-subjects for each experimental condition.
Bayesian modeling of estimated mean, expected uncertainty, and estimation uncertainty. To dissociate the expected uncertainty in the environment and the uncertainty in the feedforward estimation, we assume that
the internal model not only estimates the mean () and the variance ( 2)
of the perturbation in visuomotor adaptation, but also incorporates the
uncertainty associated with these estimations (Fig. 2A). The mean and
expected uncertainty were calculated as the pair (,  2) with the maximal probability within the parameter space.
The mean and the variance of the errors from the 50 practice trials
before starting the long experimental session were calculated and used to
set the initial condition (the prior of  and  2). A Bayesian learning
model was used to model the updating of the probabilities for different
values of the mean () and the variance ( 2) of the perturbation upon
presentation of each new visual feedback of trial performance (Xt):

p共
ˆ t, 
ˆ t兩 X t兲 ⬀ p 共 X t兩 
ˆ t, 
ˆ t兲 䡠 p 共 
ˆ t, 
ˆ t 兩 X t⫺1 兲 .

(1)

Equation 2 describes how the prior probability of any value for ˆ
ˆ t, 
ˆ t 兩 X t⫺1 兲 ) is derived from the posterior of the previous
and ˆ (p 共 
ˆ t⫺1 , 
ˆ t⫺1 兲 ). The prior should be the same as the posterior
trial (p 共 
from the previous trial if there was no change in the environment. The
prior would take a uniform distribution over the parameter space if
there were a sudden change in the environment, ie, the observer no
longer had any prior information about the environment. Therefore,
in Equation 2 the prior is calculated as the average between the posterior from the previous trial weighted by the probability that there is no
change in the environment [1 ⫺ p(cp兩Xt)] and the uniform distribution
weighted by the probability that there is a sudden change in the environment making previous knowledge invalid [p(cp兩Xt)] (O’Reilly, 2013):
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Figure 2. Bayesian learning modeling. A, The parameter space of the modeling: the variance (x-axis) and the mean ( y-axis) of the mismatch between the cursor position and the goal. The color
plot shows the joint probability for different pairs of values of (,  2), and the size of the colored contour indicates the estimation uncertainty. B, The estimated change-point probability changes
with estimated  and  2. When expected uncertainty is high (blue line), deviations of new observations from the estimated mean would lead to smaller change in change-point probability and
little increase in estimation uncertainty, relative to when expected uncertainty is low. C, D, How the model evolves across trials for one subject in RdmPreCdn and StbPreCdn, respectively. The color
plots on the top show the joint probability. In the plot in the middle, the black dots show the perturbation angle, and the blue stars (C) and red stars (D) show cursor errors; the solid lines and shaded
area show the estimated  ⫾  of maximal probability from the model. The bottom plots show the estimated change-point probability (blue) and the uncertainty in the feedforward estimate
(green).
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ˆ t⫺1 兲
⫹ p 共 cp 兩 X t 兲 䡠 U 2 共 
ˆ min , 
ˆ max ,  min ,  max 兲 .

(2)

The change-point probability [p(cp兩Xt)] on a given trial was also computed using Bayes’ rule with an under-weight parameter () to take into
account the observation that most subjects do not adjust as much as, or as
quickly, as Bayes’ rule predicts (Nassar et al., 2010):

p共cp兩Xt兲 ⫽

U共Xt兩min, max, min, max兲 䡠 H
,
U共Xt兩min, max, min, max兲 䡠 H ⫹ p共Xt兩
ˆ t⫺1, 
ˆ t⫺1兲 䡠 共1 ⫺ H兲
(3)

where H is the prior for the change-point probability, and the estimated
change-point probability on each trial is related to the ratio between the
likelihood of a new observation (Xt) given the internal estimation from the
previous trial, and the likelihood given the assumption of a uniform distrip共Xt兩t⫺1, t⫺1兲
bution over the parameter space r ⫽
. The
U共Xt兩min, 兩max, min, max兲
lower the likelihood of the new observation given the internal estimation [p共Xt兩t⫺1, t⫺1兲], the lower the ratio r, and the higher the probability
that a change has happened, which leads to an increase in the uncertainty
associated with the internal estimations. Therefore, when the expected uncertainty in the environment was low, the deviation of an observed value
from the distribution was associated with a greater probability of change in
the underlying model parameters (Fig. 2B). Both the prior for the changepoint probability (H) and under-weight parameter () were constant free
parameters in the model. The values of these two constants were estimated
using a constrained search algorithm (fmincon in MATLAB with min/max
0/1) to minimize the squared difference between the observed response of
cursor errors and the model predictions of mean. The estimated H and 
were 0.01– 0.05 and 0.36 – 0.57 across all subjects, respectively. The range of
values for  was comparable to that shown in the original paper of Nassar et
al. (2010). The range of values for H and  was consistent with the paradigm,

冉

冊

in which the environment did not change often (changes occurred first at
trial 81, and then at trial 231), and also reflects the fact that the subjects in the
current study were not explicitly told there would be a change in the environment. Accordingly, the subjects had low expectation of a change. The
estimated mean and variance for each trial was calculated as the pair (,  2)
with the maximal probability within the parameter space and the total uncertainty in the feedforward estimation calculated as the total area in the
parameter space which summed to 80% of total probability. The larger this
area, the more widespread the probabilistic estimations are in the internal
models, and the lower the confidence in these internal estimations. Examples
of the modeling applied to behavioral data from one subject in the two
experimental conditions are shown in Figure 2C,D.
EEG analysis. Raw EEG data were first converted offline to bipolar
signals, bandpass filtered between 0.1–100 Hz with a 50 Hz notch filter,
and down sampled to 200 Hz. The response-locked EEG time series were
then calculated and the response-locked time series were screened for
artifacts. Artifacts were defined as EEG signals with amplitude larger than
mean ⫹ 5 ⫻ SD, with the mean and SD calculated for each time point
based on the response-locked EEG time series for all trials. The responselocked EEG time series from each artifact-free single trial were decomposed into their time-frequency representations at 1 Hz intervals in the
2–90 Hz range through a continuous wavelet transformation using the
Morlet wavelet with six cycles for each frequency as the mother wavelet.
An estimate of frequency-band-specific power at each time point was
defined as the squared magnitude of the resulting complex signal after
convolving the raw time series with the mother wavelet.
Event-related EEG power change was subsequently calculated as the
percentage change relative to the overall average by dividing the power at
each frequency and each time point by the average power of that frequency across the whole experimental session, and then subtracting 100
from the normalized value. Values ⬎0 indicated power higher than the
overall average power of that frequency and vice versa. Event-related
power changes in the beta band (13–30 Hz) were investigated. The PMBS
was defined as the average normalized power over a 200 ms window
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centered on the peak of the power change after movement termination.
The PMBS was calculated for each individual trial before averaging for
further analysis. All time frequency computations were performed with
custom written MATLAB routines.
Exclusion of data points and subjects. Exclusion criteria for data points
and subjects were established before data collection based upon previous
studies using a similar paradigm (Tan et al., 2014a,b). First, trials with
extra-long reaction time (⬎mean ⫹ 3 ⫻ SD), or with movement amplitude smaller than two-thirds of the target displacement were disregarded.
This led to the exclusion of zero to two trials per session per subject.
Second, the trials with clear artifacts in the EEG signal were disregarded.
Subjects with ⬎20% of trials in any experimental condition defined as
invalid were excluded from the final analysis. This led to the exclusion of
one subject from final analysis due to artifacts in ⬎20% of trials in one
session. In addition, one subject showed no adaptation throughout the
150 trials with constant perturbation. Postexperiment discussion with
the subject revealed that the subject misunderstood the task. We have
therefore excluded this subject from the final analysis. Thus, results presented were based on data from 15 subjects (7 men, mean age ⫽ 21 years,
age range ⫽ 19 –22). Seven of the 15 subjects included in final analysis
performed RdmPreCdn before StbPreCdn, and the other eight subjects
performed the task in the reverse order.
Statistical analyses. For both experimental sessions, trials were grouped
according to trial execution orders into data points consisting of the
average of 10 successive trials. This gave 31 data points for each subject in
each experimental condition, and 62 data points when data from both
experimental conditions were considered together. All behavioral kinematics and EEG measurements were calculated for each individual trial
and then averaged within data points before averaging across subjects.
Repeated-measures ANOVAs were used to investigate the effects of
trial execution order (ie, averages of trials 1–10, 11–20, etc) and experimental conditions on both behavioral and EEG measurements. Mauchly’s test of sphericity was used to test the homogeneity of variance. Where
Mauchly’s test of sphericity was significant ( p ⬍ 0.05) in repeatedmeasures ANOVAs, Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were applied.
Two-tailed paired-sample t tests were calculated for post hoc analyses,
using the false discovery rate procedure to correct for multiple comparisons. Mean ⫾ SEM are presented throughout the text, unless otherwise
specified.
The within-subject effects of expected uncertainty in the environment and
of uncertainty in the feedforward estimate on different behavioral measurements and the PMBS, and the dependency of these effects on experimental
conditions and execution order were assessed through multivariate mixed
effects linear modeling using the “nlme” package (Pinheiro et al., 2008) in R
(v 3.1-113). Multilevel linear modeling has the benefit of taking into account
the dependency in data caused by repeated measurements within-subjects,
and can identify within-subject relationships that are consistent across subjects, while treating the baseline differences across subjects as random effects
(Aarts et al., 2014; Magezi, 2015). The normality assumption of the modeling
was assessed by visually inspecting the distribution of the continuous independent variable, by inspecting the Q–Q plot of the residuals of the modeling, and confirmed by Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. This led us to log
transform the expected uncertainty and estimation uncertainty, which made
the relationship of interest linear and the model residuals normally distributed and homogeneous across all fitted values. For variables with a significant effect, the estimated regression coefficient (mean ⫾ SEM) and the p
values are reported. In addition, when a significant predictor was identified
by the multilevel modeling, nonparametric correlation was applied to data
from each individual separately, and the average Spearman correlation coefficients across subjects and the SEM reported.

Results
The history of task-relevant errors experienced before
constant perturbations modulates adaptive behavior
During the priming phase (trials 1– 80), the absolute taskrelevant error, i.e., the angular error between the cursor and the
target, was close to zero in the CnstPreCdn because there was no
perturbation in this condition; and the absolute cursor error was
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large and close to the perturbation rotation angle in the RdmPreCdn. During the adaptation phase (trials 81–230), the absolute task-relevant error was initially close to the perturbation
rotation angle, and then gradually reduced with the process of
adaptation in both experimental conditions. The cursor angular
error increased again when the constant rotation was suddenly
removed (from trial 231), and then reduced with the process of
washout (trials 231–310; Fig. 3A). Repeated-measures ANOVA
with factors of experimental condition (2 levels) and trial order
(15 levels, with each data point the average of 10 successive trials)
was applied to the cursor angular error during the adaptation
phase with constant perturbation (trials 81–230). This identified
a significant effect of trial order (F(3.881,54.337) ⫽ 57.714, p ⬍
0.001) and a significant interaction between trial order and experimental conditions (F(3.886,54.404) ⫽ 2.905, p ⫽ 0.031), with no
main effect of the experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 1.513, p ⫽
0.239). Post hoc analysis showed that during the adaptation phase,
more learning (difference in the average cursor error between the
first 20 trials and the last 20 trials) was achieved with stable-world
priming (StbPreCdn; 38.81° ⫾ 2.84°) than with random-world
priming (RdmPreCdn; (26.96° ⫾ 3.04°, t(14) ⫽ 2.645, p ⫽ 0.019,
paired t test). The same analysis applied to the data during the
washout phase (trials 231–310), when the perturbation was removed, showed a significant effect of trial order (F(2.231,31.231) ⫽
80.978, p ⬍ 0.001), but no significant effect of experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 0.312, p ⫽ 0.585), or interaction between the
experimental condition and trial order (F(2.379,33.311) ⫽ 1.185, p ⫽
0.324), suggesting that the adaptation rate during the washout
phase was similar for both experimental conditions.
Repeated-measures ANOVA was also applied to the adjustment in the actual initial movement that occurred between any
two consecutive trials (henceforth referred to as “trial-to-trial
adjustment”). This measurement is equated with motor variability, adaptation from trial to trial and action exploration. The
latter case is a strategy used when sensorimotor transformation
undergoes abrupt change, and is centrally driven and actively
regulated to facilitate motor learning (Churchland et al., 2006;
Wu et al., 2014). We observed that trial-to-trial adjustment during the adaptation phase (trials 81–230) was significantly modulated by experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 7.755, p ⫽ 0.015) and
trial order (F(5.646,79.049) ⫽ 2.833, p ⫽ 0.017; Fig. 3B). Post hoc
analysis showed that there was more trial-to-trial adjustment in
the first 20 trials of adaptation with stable-world priming (StbPreCdn; 26.18° ⫾ 3.68°) than with random-world priming
(RdmPreCdn; 15.09° ⫾ 1.88°, t(14) ⫽ 2.771, p ⫽ 0.015); compatible with greater exploratory behavior when the large, constant
perturbation angle was introduced following stable-world
priming. In contrast, there was no difference in trial-to-trial adjustment in the last 20 trials of adaptation between the two conditions. The same analysis applied to the data during washout,
when the perturbation was removed, showed a significant effect of trial order (F(3.071,42.988) ⫽ 12.830, p ⬍ 0.001), but no
effect of experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 0.058, p ⫽ 0.813),
or interaction between experimental condition and trial order
(F(3.130,43.816) ⫽ 1.442, p ⫽ 0.243). This suggests that the trialto-trial adjustment during the washout phase was similar for
both experimental conditions, with more adjustment earlier
during this phase compared with later.
Similar analyses were applied to the reaction time and movement duration, and these showed significantly longer reaction
time (F(1,14) ⫽ 27.760, p ⬍ 0.001) and movement duration (F(1,14)
⫽ 10.606, p ⫽ 0.006) in the first 80 trials in RdmPreCdn (during
which there was random perturbation) compared with Stb-
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Figure 3. Adaptive behavior was modulated by priming error history. A, Absolute cursor error reduced with trial order when
there was constant perturbation (trials 81–230), showing progressive adaptation in both experimental conditions. More adaptation was achieved during the adaptation phase (shaded area) in StbPreCdn. The rate of relearning was similar for the two
experimental conditions in washout trials (trials 231–310). Each data point is the average of 10 successive trials; the solid lines and
vertical bars show the mean and SEM across subjects. B, Interaction between experimental condition and the trial order on
trial-to-trial adjustment. There was significantly increased trial-to-trial adjustment in StbPreCdn, especially at the beginning of the
adaptation phase (trials 81–100). C, The reaction time and movement duration (D) were different during priming but were similar
during adaptation and washout in the two experimental conditions.

PreCdn (Fig. 3C,D). More importantly, the same analysis did not
show any significant effect of experimental condition, or interaction between experimental condition and trial order on reaction
time and movement duration during adaptation (trials 81–230)
or washout (trials 231–310), suggesting that the reaction time and
movement duration were similar during adaptation and washout
for the two experimental conditions.
A Bayesian learning model identifies how expected
uncertainty and estimation uncertainty are updated
differently in the two experimental conditions
The estimated mean of the mismatch between the perturbation
and response with the maximal probability from the Bayesian
learning model (Fig. 4A for raw values, B for absolute values)
offered a good fit to the observed response during adaption and
washout measured in both conditions (Fig. 3A). The mean square
root estimation errors during adaptation and washout were
12.18° ⫾ 1.04° for RdmPreCdn and 10.85° ⫾ 0.97° for StbPreCdn
across subjects. The model revealed dissociation between expected uncertainty and the estimation uncertainty, and how they
evolved with time in the different experimental conditions (Fig.

4C,D). All subjects completed 50 practice
trials with no perturbations before the
long experimental sessions. Therefore, in
both experimental sessions, subjects
started with low expected uncertainty in
the environment and also low estimation
uncertainty in the internal model. With
random-world priming (RdmPreCdn),
expected uncertainty increased with
priming, and the estimation uncertainty
also increased when random errors were
first experienced. With further random
priming, expected uncertainty plateaued
and estimation uncertainty attributed to
the internal model reduced (Fig. 2C, for
single subject, D for across-subject average). Therefore, by the end of randomworld priming (RdmPreCdn), the
expected uncertainty was high (Fig. 4C),
thus the switching of the perturbational
rotation from random to constant did not
greatly increase the estimated probability
of a change-point, and there was minimal
change in estimation uncertainty (Fig.
4D). In contrast, in the condition with
stable-world priming (StbPreCdn), both
the expected uncertainty and the estimation uncertainty were very low at the end
of the first 80 trials without perturbation,
and the sudden introduction of constant
rotation triggered a marked increase in
the estimated change-point probability
and estimation uncertainty. At the end of
the adaptation phase (trial 230), the expected uncertainty was low (Fig. 4C), with
low estimation uncertainty (Fig. 4D), in
both RdmPreCdn and StbPreCdn. When
the constant perturbation was suddenly
removed (trial 231 onward), both the estimated change-point probability and the
estimation uncertainty increased in both
experimental conditions.

Expected uncertainty in the environment and uncertainty in
feedforward estimations have contrasting behavioral effects
Multilevel linear modeling with both expected uncertainty with respect to the environment (log-transformed expected uncertainty)
and uncertainty in feedforward estimations (log-transformed estimation uncertainty) as the predictors (Table 1, Model 1), was applied to trial-to-trial adjustment in both experimental conditions.
This identified a significant effect of uncertainty in the feedforward
estimation independent from experimental conditions (k ⫽ 2.24 ⫾
0.24, t(912) ⫽ 9.22, p ⬍ 0.0001), but no independent effect of the
expected uncertainty (k ⫽ 0.514 ⫾ 0.417, t(912) ⫽ 1.233, p ⫽ 0.2179).
Correlation applied to data from individual subjects identified that
the trial-to-trial adjustments positively correlated with estimation
uncertainty in 13 of the 15 subjects, with r ⫽ 0.450 ⫾ 0.042 across
subjects. This relationship would be consistent with greater explorative behavior with increased estimation uncertainty as when confidence in the estimation from the current internal model is low. This
is shown in a scatter plot for one typical subject (Fig. 4F). In contrast,
there was no extra predictive power of expected uncertainty in predicting trial-to-trial adjustment consistent across both experimental
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Figure 4. The Bayesian learning model helped to dissociate estimated mean (A, B), expected uncertainty (C) from the estimation uncertainty (D). The estimated mean (A for the raw values; B for
the absolute values) with the maximal probability from the Bayesian learning model offered a good fit to the observed response during adaption and washout measured in both conditions (Fig. 3A).
The model revealed how the two aspects of uncertainties; expected uncertainty in C and estimation uncertainty in D were differentially updated by new visual feedback after each trial in the different
experimental conditions. A–D, Each data point is the average of 10 successive trials; the solid lines and vertical bars show the mean and SEM across 15 subjects. Multilevel linear modeling identified
that the trial-to-trial adjustment positively correlated with estimation uncertainty (log transformed), independent from the experimental conditions (F, the scatter plot of an example subject with
the solid and dotted lines show the regression line and the 95% confidence limits; correlation coefficient r ⫽ 0.459, p ⬍ 0.001 with data from both experimental conditions), whereas the expected
uncertainty did not further contribute to the prediction of trial-to-trial adjustment (with the scatter plot of the same subject in E).

conditions, as shown in Figure 4E for the same subject. Bivariate
correlation was also applied to over-trial adjustment and expected
uncertainty for RdmPreCdn and StbPreCdn separately. This
showed significant correlation between over-trial adjustment and
expected uncertainty in the stable priming condition in 12 of 15
subjects, with a correlation coefficient of 0.566 ⫾ 0.062 (mean ⫾ SE)
across subjects. However, in the random priming condition, correlation was significant in only 2 of 15 subjects, with the mean correlation coefficient being 0.155 ⫾ 0.047 across subjects. This suggests
that expected uncertainty tends to guide responses only in relatively
stable environments.
In contrast, reaction time and movement duration increased
both with expected uncertainty and uncertainty in the feedforward estimation independent from experimental conditions.
This was evidenced by multilevel linear modeling with log transformed expected uncertainty with respect to the environment
and log-transformed uncertainty in feedforward estimation as
the predictors, applied to reaction time and movement duration
from both experimental conditions (Table 1, Models 2 and 3,
respectively). Significant effects of both expected uncertainty in
the environment (k ⫽ 0.017 ⫾ 0.0015, t(912) ⫽ 11.071, p ⬍
0.0001) and uncertainty in the feedforward estimation (k ⫽
0.0112 ⫾ 0.0013, t(912) ⫽ 8.717, p ⬍ 0.0001) were found for
reaction time, with the increase in both expected uncertainty and

estimation uncertainty leading to increased reaction time. The
effects of both on movement duration were similar: movement
duration increased with both greater expected uncertainty (k ⫽
0.0087 ⫾ 0.0028, t(912) ⫽ 3.057, p ⫽ 0.0023) and estimation
uncertainty (k ⫽ 0.0076 ⫾ 0.0016, t(912) ⫽ 4.60, p ⬍ 0.0001).
Suppression of PMBS correlates with estimation uncertainty
and trial-to-trial adjustment
A relative decrease in EEG power across the beta frequency band
(13–30 Hz) was consistently observed over contralateral sensorimotor cortex (C3Cz or C4Cz) during joystick movement. The
decrease in power was followed by a rebound synchronization
beginning at movement offset (Fig. 5A). This PMBS increased
with stable-world priming and was significantly suppressed during the first 20 trials when constant perturbations were introduced after stable-world priming (StbPreCdn; Fig. 5B).
Two-way ANOVA with factors of trial order (n ⫽ 2) and
experimental conditions (n ⫽ 2) was applied to the average
PMBS during the first 20 trials and the last 20 trials of priming for
the two experimental conditions. This identified a significant effect of trial order (F(1,14) ⫽ 7.310, p ⫽ 0.017) on PMBS during
priming. Even though the two-way ANOVA failed to show significant interaction between trial order and experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 2.900, p ⫽ 0.111), paired t test revealed that the
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PMBS significantly increased with stable- Table 1. Multilevel linear models
world priming (14.64 ⫾ 2.35% in the first Model ID Dependent variable
Model equation
Significant effects
20 trials compared with 26.27 ⫾ 3.10% in
1
Trial-to-trial adjustment k1 ⫻ log(ExpUnc) ⫹ k2 ⫻ log(EstUnc)
k2 ⫽ 2.24 ⫾ 0.24
the last 20 trials, t(14) ⫽ ⫺3.20, p ⫽ 0.006).
(t(912) ⫽ 9.22, p ⬍ 0.0001)
In contrast, there was no significant in- 2
Reaction time, s
k1 ⫻ log(ExpUnc) ⫹ k2 ⫻ log(EstUnc)
k1 ⫽ 0.017 ⫾ 0.0015
crease in PMBS with random-world
(t(912) ⫽ 11.071, p ⬍ 0.0001)
priming (15.35 ⫾ 2.75% in the first 20
k2 ⫽ 0.0112 ⫾ 0.0013
trials compared with 17.68 ⫾ 2.79% in the
(t(912) ⫽ 8.717, p ⬍ 0.0001)
Movement duration, s k1 ⫻ log(ExpUnc) ⫹ k2 ⫻ log(EstUnc)
k1 ⫽ 0.0087 ⫾ 0.0028
last 20 trials, t(14) ⫽ ⫺0.602, p ⫽ 0.557). 3
(t(912) ⫽ 3.057, p ⫽ 0.0023)
This was accompanied by a marked rek2 ⫽ 0.0076 ⫾ 0.0016
duction in estimation uncertainty with
(t(912) ⫽ 4.60, p ⬍ 0.0001)
stable-world priming, but not with
4
PMBS
k11 ⫻ Error ⫹ k12 ⫻ Prime ⫻ Error ⫹
k12 ⫽ ⫺0.246 ⫾ 0.0775
random-world priming (Fig. 4D).
k21 ⫻ Adjust ⫹ k22 ⫻ Prime ⫻ Adjust ⫹
(t(909) ⫽ ⫺3.175, p ⫽ 0.0015)
Trials with no perturbation and absok31 ⫻ Rt ⫹ k32 ⫻ Prime ⫻ Rt ⫹
k21 ⫽ ⫺0.142 ⫾ 0.0668
lute cursor errors ⬍10° experienced
k41 ⫻ Mt ⫹ k42 ⫻ Prime ⫻ Mt ⫹
(t(909) ⫽ ⫺2.122, p ⫽ 0.034)
between trials 21– 80 during the randomk5 ⫻ Prime
priming period were selected. This pro- 5
PMBS
k11 ⫻ log(ExpUnc) ⫹ k12 ⫻ Prime ⫻ log(ExpUnc) ⫹
k21 ⫽ ⫺2.251 ⫾ 0.540
vided 12–16 trials for each subject. The
k21 ⫻ log(EstUnc) ⫹ k22 ⫻ Prime ⫻ log(EstUnc) ⫹
(t(912) ⫽ ⫺4.170, p ⬍ 0.0001)
k3 ⫻ Prime
trials of corresponding trial order during
PMBS
k1 ⫻ log(EstUnc) ⫹ k2 ⫻ Adjust ⫹ k3 ⫻ Error ⫻ Prime k1 ⫽ ⫺1.275 ⫾ 0.444
the stable-priming period were also se- 6
(t(910) ⫽ ⫺2.867, p ⫽ 0.0042)
lected. Movement errors, estimation unk3 ⫽ ⫺0.204 ⫾ 0.077
certainties, and average PMBS for these
(t(910) ⫽ ⫺2.640, p ⫽ 0.0084)
two subsamples were compared. The two
subsamples had matching absolute move- In the model equations, ExpUnc and EstUnc are expected uncertainty and the estimation uncertainty associated with the internal models, respectively. Error,
Absolute cursor errors; Adjust, trial-to-trial adjustment; Rt, reaction time; Mt, movement duration. Prime is the experimental priming condition, with 0
ment errors (6.20° ⫾ 0.30° compared with indicating random-world priming and 1 for stable-world priming.
6.09° ⫾ 0.48°, t(14) ⫽ 0.164, p ⫽ 0.872),
but different estimation uncertainty (log
21.89 ⫾ 2.42%, t(14) ⫽ ⫺1.562, p ⫽ 0.140). Furthermore, from
transformed, 7.39 ⫾ 0.07 during RdmPreCdn compared with
the first 20 trials after the constant perturbation was introduced,
3.10 ⫾ 0.31 during StbPreCdn, t(14) ⫽ 14.423, p ⬍ 0.001). Paired
we selected those trials with absolute movement errors between
t test applied to the PMBS in the two subsamples identified sig45° and 65° for both experimental conditions, to have subsamples
nificantly lower PMBS during RdmPreCdn (24.35 ⫾ 3.74) when
with matched movement error distributions. This provided 9 –18
estimation uncertainty was higher than the PMBS during Stbtrials per experimental condition for each subject. Movement
PreCdn (36.04 ⫾ 3.88, t(14) ⫽ 2.479, p ⫽ 0.027) with matched
errors, estimation uncertainties, and average PMBS for these two
movement errors but lower estimation uncertainty. This analysis
subsamples were compared. The two subsamples from Rdmon the subsamples with matching movement errors confirmed
PreCdn and StbPreCdn had matching absolute movement errors
that estimation uncertainty explained variation in PMBS inde(52.00° ⫾ 0.56° compared with 52.87° ⫾ 0.51°, t(14) ⫽ 1.102, p ⫽
pendently of motor errors, at least when the motor errors were
0.289). The estimation uncertainty following the sudden increase
small.
in the size of perturbation was significantly higher for the subSimilar analysis was applied to the average PMBS during the
sample from StbPreCdn than for the subsample from Rdmfirst 20 trials and the last 20 trials of adaptation for the two experPreCdn (7.15 ⫾ 0.31 compared with 6.32 ⫾ 0.18, log
imental conditions. This identified a significant effect of trial ortransformed, t(14) ⫽ ⫺2.732, p ⫽ 0.017). Paired t test identified a
der (F(1,14) ⫽ 6.953, p ⫽ 0.020) and a significant interaction
significantly lower PMBS in the subsample from StbPreCdn
between trial order and experimental conditions (F(1,14) ⫽ 7.019,
(19.24 ⫾ 4.18) when the estimation uncertainty was higher, than
p ⫽ 0.019; Fig. 5C). Thus, the experimental condition modulated
the PMBS in the subsample from RdmPreCdn (30.27 ⫾ 5.36, t(14)
how the PMBS changed with trial order during adaptation. This
⫽
2.310, p ⫽ 0.037) with matched movement errors but lower
is despite other behavioral measurements including the reaction
estimation
uncertainty. This analysis on the subsamples with
time and movement duration during these trials for the two exmatching movement errors confirmed that estimation uncerperimental conditions being similar (Fig. 3C,D). Post hoc analysis
tainty explained variation in PMBS independently of motor erwith two-tailed paired t test showed that when constant perturrors, even when the latter were large.
bation was introduced after stable-world priming, the PMBS
Analysis was also applied to the average PMBS during washout
during the first 20 trials in adaptation (10.92 ⫾ 3.34%) was sigwhen the constant perturbation was removed. The removal of the
nificantly lower than that during the first 20 trials of adaptation
constant perturbation triggered an increase in the estimation unafter random-world priming (21.89 ⫾ 2.42%, t(14) ⫽ 3.155, p ⫽
certainty, which then reduced with the process of washout (Fig.
0.007). However, by the end of adaptation, the average PMBS was
4D).
The ANOVA identified a significant effect of trial order
similar in both experimental conditions (24.51 ⫾ 2.74% vs
(F(1,14) ⫽ 18.663, p ⫽ 0.001) on PMBS, but no effect of experi29.22 ⫾ 4.25%, t(14) ⫽ ⫺1.277, p ⫽ 0.222). In addition, commental condition (F(1,14) ⫽ 0.223, p ⫽ 0.644), or any interaction
pared with the average PMBS during the previous 20 trials, the
between the trial order and experimental condition (F(1,14) ⫽
PMBS during the first 20 trials of adaptation was also significantly
0.066, p ⫽ 0.801). When the constant perturbation was suddenly
reduced when the adaptation followed stable-world priming
removed (at trial 231) and estimation uncertainty increased in
(26.27 ⫾ 3.10% vs 10.92 ⫾ 3.34%, t(14) ⫽ 3.397, p ⫽ 0.004). In
both RdmPreCdn and StbPreCdn, this was accompanied by a
contrast, when adaptation followed random-world priming,
reduction in PMBS during trials 231–250 in both conditions
there was no change in PMBS when comparing the first 20 trials
(12.95 ⫾ 2.72% and 15.83 ⫾ 4.10% for RdmPreCdn and Stbof adaptation and the last 20 trials of priming (17.68 ⫾ 2.79% vs
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Figure 5. Power spectra of EEG over sensorimotor cortex. A, Average power change relative to the average power of the whole session at different frequencies (aligned to movement offset at time
0, averaged across trials and then across the 15 subjects), at different phases within a session for both random-world priming condition (RdmPreCdn, top row) and stable-world priming condition
(StbPreCdn, bottom row). B, Average power change in the beta band (13–30 Hz) for RdmPreCdn and StbPreCdn within different trial ranges in each condition (aligned to movement offset at time
0). Solid lines and shaded areas show the mean and SEM across 15 subjects. Purple stars show the time periods when paired t tests identified significant difference between StbPreCdn and
RdmPreCdn with false detection rate correction for multiple comparisons. C, Experimental conditions have a significant effect on how PMBS changes with trial number during priming and
adaptation. With stable-world priming, the PMBS increased during the priming phase, and dropped during trials 81–100 when constant perturbations were first introduced. During washout, the
PMBS was low at the beginning and then re-established by the end of the session in both experimental conditions. Vertical and error bars show the mean and SEM, respectively. The purple
double-asterisks show significant difference in PMBS between the two experimental conditions or trial blocks with p ⬍ 0.01.

PreCdn, respectively). PMBS increased with washout in both experimental conditions, with the PMBS increasing to 32.55 ⫾
5.50% (t(14) ⫽ 3.617, p ⫽ 0.003 comparing the beginning and the
end of washout) in RdmRreCdn and to 33.59 ⫾ 4.31% (t(14) ⫽
3.062, p ⫽ 0.008 comparing the beginning and the end of washout) in StbPreCdn.
How the PMBS over the sensorimotor cortex changed over
time within each session is shown in Figure 6A. Multilevel linear
models with movement error, reaction time, trial-to-trial adjustment, and their interactions with experimental conditions as predictors were applied to the PMBS to investigate the effects of
different behavioral measurements on the PMBS amplitude (Table 1, Model 4). This identified a significant interaction between

movement error and experimental condition (k ⫽ ⫺0.246 ⫾
0.0775, t(909) ⫽ ⫺3.175, p ⫽ 0.0015), suggesting that large movement errors significantly correlated with lower PMBS, but only in
the stable-world priming condition (StbPreCdn). Trial-to-trial
adjustment also contributed to the prediction of PMBS (k ⫽
⫺0.142 ⫾ 0.0668, t(909) ⫽ ⫺2.122, p ⫽ 0.034) independent of
experimental condition, with more trial-to-trial adjustment correlating with lower PMBS, perhaps as the latter indexed the need
for greater exploratory behavior. Crucially, this suggests that
PMBS changes are a product of the registration of movement
errors as opposed to differences in other movement parameters
such as reaction time and movement duration. Correlation applied to data from individual subjects confirmed that in the
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Figure 6. PMBS over the sensorimotor cortex is modulated by error and uncertainty in the feedforward estimate. A, Experimental conditions modulated how PMBS changed with time within a
session. With stable-world priming (StbPreCdn), PMBS rapidly increased with practice in the first 80 trials, suddenly dropped when constant perturbation was introduced (at trial 81) and was then
re-established with the process of adaptation. With random-world priming (RdmPreCdn), there was no obvious drop when the rotation was changed from random to constant (at trial 81).
Thereafter, there was a trend toward increasing PMBS with the process of adaptation (trials 81–230). When the constant rotation was removed (at trial 231), the PMBS dropped in both conditions
and was then re-established as the subjects readapted to no rotation. The solid lines and vertical bars show the mean and SEM across 15 subjects. B, Scatter plot of PMBS against absolute cursor errors
for one exemplar subject indicates a significant negative correlation between PMBS and absolute error with stable-world priming only. Solid and dotted lines show the regression lines and their 95%
confidence limits for the two conditions separately. C, Boxplots of the correlation coefficients between the PMBS and absolute error for different experimental conditions for all subjects. *Indicates
significant difference in the correlation coefficients. D, Scatter plot of PMBS against expected uncertainty in the environment (log transformed) for an exemplar subject shows no correlation between
PMBS and expected uncertainty (log transformed) within or across experimental conditions. E, Scatter plot of PMBS against uncertainty in the feedforward estimate (log transformed) for the same
exemplar subject shows a negative correlation between PMBS and uncertainty in the feedforward estimate within and across experimental conditions. Solid and dotted lines show the regression line
and the 95% confidence limits for data across both conditions (n ⫽ 62), because the multilevel modeling identified no effect of experimental condition on the relationship between PMBS and
estimation uncertainty. F, Boxplots of the correlation coefficients between the PMBS and the two types of uncertainties pooling data from both experimental conditions for all subjects. *Indicates
significant difference in the correlation coefficients.

stable-world priming condition, there was significant negative
correlation ( p ⬍ 0.05) between movement errors and PMBS in 8
of the 15 subjects, with r ⫽ ⫺0.312 ⫾ 0.052 across subjects. In
contrast, with random-world priming, significant correlation between movement error and PMBS was observed in only three
subjects, and the correlation coefficient (r ⫽ ⫺0.122 ⫾ 0.062)
was significantly lower than that in the stable-world priming condition (t(14) ⫽ 2.580, p ⫽ 0.022). The relationship between PMBS
and movement error in different experimental conditions is
shown in a scatter plot for one typical subject (Fig. 6B) and the
distributions of the correlation coefficients for all subjects are
shown in Figure 6C. There was no significant effect of reaction
time (t(909) ⫽ ⫺0.824, p ⫽ 0.410) or movement duration (t(909) ⫽
⫺1.145, p ⫽ 0.253) on the prediction of PMBS.
Multilevel linear models with expected uncertainty in the environment, uncertainty in the feedforward estimation and their
interactions with experimental condition as predictors were also
applied to the PMBS to investigate their effects (Table 1, Model
5). This identified a significant effect of estimation uncertainty
(k ⫽ ⫺2.251 ⫾ 0.540, t(912) ⫽ ⫺4.170, p ⬍ 0.0001) independent
of experimental condition, but no effect of expected uncertainty
(k ⫽ 0.858 ⫾ 0.902, t(912) ⫽ 0.902, p ⫽ 0.367) on PMBS. These
findings indicate that increased uncertainty in feedforward esti-

mation predicts lower PMBS. Correlation applied to data from
individual subjects confirmed that the PMBS negatively correlated with estimation uncertainty in 8 of the 15 subjects, with r ⫽
⫺0.216 ⫾ 0.041 across subjects. In contrast, the correlation between PMBS and expected uncertainty was observed in only two
subjects, and the correlation coefficient (r ⫽ ⫺0.121 ⫾ 0.043)
was significantly lower than that between PMBS and estimation
uncertainty (t(14) ⫽ 3.842, p ⫽ 0.002). The relationships between
PMBS and expected uncertainty and estimation uncertainty are
shown in scatter plots for one typical subject (Fig. 6 D, E) and the
distributions of the correlation coefficients for all subjects are
shown in Figure 6F.
Finally, multiple predictors, including experimental condition, trial-to-trial adjustment, absolute cursor error and uncertainty in feedforward estimation were included in a single model
for the prediction of PMBS to define correlations that persisted
after controlling for the effects of different variables (Model 6).
Critically, the correlation between PMBS and uncertainty in feedforward estimation proved independent of experimental condition and the other factors included in the model (k ⫽ ⫺1.275 ⫾
0.444, t(910) ⫽ ⫺2.867, p ⫽ 0.0042). The effect of absolute errors
in StbPreCdn (k ⫽ ⫺0.204 ⫾ 0.077, t(910) ⫽ ⫺2.640, p ⫽ 0.0084)
also survived, whereas the correlation between PMBS and trial-
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to-trial adjustment was lost (k ⫽ 0.138 ⫾ 0.079, t(912) ⫽ 1.751,
p ⫽ 0.0803). Therefore, the correlation between PMBS and uncertainty in feedforward estimation could not be accounted for
by other factors that may vary between experimental conditions.
In comparison, the significant correlation between PMBS and
trial-to-trial adjustment was lost when estimation uncertainty
was considered, consistent with a model whereby estimation uncertainty modulates PMBS, which in turn leads to trial-to-trial
adjustment due to exploratory behavior.

Discussion
We have shown that the history of task-relevant errors in human
sensorimotor control modulates expected uncertainty in the external environment and estimation uncertainty associated with
the feedforward predictions from the internal model, consistent
with Bayes’ theorem (Nassar et al., 2012; Gonzalez Castro et al.,
2014; McGuire et al., 2014). This, in turn, modulates the confidence in the internal model and drives adaptive behavior. Crucially, we have shown that the amplitude of the PMBS over the
sensorimotor cortex negatively correlated with the uncertainty in
feedforward estimations derived from the internal model, with
this correlation accounting for that between trial-to-trial exploratory adjustment and the PMBS. These results suggest that the
PMBS may reflect neural processes related to Bayesian inference
in sensorimotor integration. Specifically, the PMBS indexes the
relative confidence in feedforward estimations.
Neural representation of uncertainty
Neural representations of uncertainty, especially uncertainty arising
from incomplete or biased prior knowledge, have recently received
considerable attention. Brain imaging studies have shown that the
level of uncertainty due to lack of information in decision making
during action selection positively correlates with activation in the
amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex (Hsu et al., 2005). Additionally,
increased activation of the prefrontal, parietal and insular cortices
has been observed with increasing uncertainty in action selection
(Huettel et al., 2005). Electrophysiological studies indicate that firing
rates of single neurons in rodent orbitofrontal cortex index the confidence in this decision (Kepecs et al., 2008). More recent work in
humans has confirmed activities in multiple brain areas, including
the amygdala, putamen, insula, anterior cingulate cortex, posterior
parietal cortex, and ventromedial prefrontal cortex in response to
increased estimation uncertainty during adaptive learning (Behrens
et al., 2007; Vilares et al., 2012; O’Reilly et al., 2013; McGuire et al.,
2014). Neurochemically, noradrenaline has been proposed to signal
uncertainties arising from gross changes in the environment, which
lead to sensory observations that violate top-down estimations (Yu
and Dayan, 2005). Phasic increases in noradrenaline levels may be
associated with the pupillary dilation observed when estimation uncertainty increases (Nassar et al., 2012). Together these findings suggest that the evaluation of confidence in prior beliefs may be a
fundamental and ubiquitous component of decision-making, and
important for regulating behavioral adaptation.
The Bayesian framework provides a plausible interpretation
of motor behavior, and the above studies provide candidate anatomical and pharmacological substrates for its implementation.
However, hitherto there has been no convincing evidence that
uncertainty is represented in direct readouts of neural activity on
a trial-to-trial basis in humans. Here we report that the level of
oscillatory synchrony in the beta band over the sensorimotor
cortex serves as an index of confidence in feedforward estimation
in sensorimotor control. Such feedforward estimations are essential for optimal feedback control (Scott, 2012) and visuomotor
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adaptation (Franklin and Wolpert, 2011), and thereby lie at the
heart of a wide range of motor behaviors. Optimal behavior based
on feedforward predictions, however, must also take into account
the associated uncertainties. This is the first study to identify a
robust neural correlate of the trial-to-trial update of estimation
uncertainty in healthy motor control. Whether this is a neural
manifestation of Bayesian inference and evaluation per se, or due
to the effect of this process on the sensorimotor system remains to
be determined. However, it has recently been suggested that accumulated evidence leading to perceptual decision making is
continuously represented in the motor system (Selen et al., 2012).
Additionally, uncertainty has been shown to modulate human
corticospinal excitability, thereby biasing motor output during
action preparation (Bestmann et al., 2008). These observations
challenge the traditional view that processes underlying decision
making are separable from, and causally antecedent to action
generation (Bestmann et al., 2008; Kubanek and Kaplan, 2012).
The functional role of beta oscillations in the sensorimotor
system
Beta oscillations are a dominant feature of the sensorimotor system and are evident across the cortical-basal ganglia network.
Our results reconcile two opposing views that relate the PMBS
primarily to either motor output (Engel and Fries, 2010) or sensory processing functions (Cassim et al., 2001). We suggest that
cortical beta band synchronization is related to processes exercising Bayesian inference in sensorimotor integration. The processing of new sensory information leads to updating of the
estimation uncertainty associated with the current feedforward
model and thereby determines revision or maintenance of the
existing motor plan. A decrease in the PMBS following consistent
and large sensory errors indexes high uncertainty and low confidence in current feed forward estimations, which potentially then
allows for more flexibility and revision of motor plans. Nevertheless, although elevated beta synchrony, as in the PMBS, has been
frequently posited as promoting motor inflexibility and the status
quo, causal evidence for this remains scant (Gilbertson et al.,
2005; Engel and Fries, 2010; Brittain and Brown, 2014). A Bayesian interpretation by which the PMBS indexes confidence in priors is consistent with the observation that the propagation of beta
oscillations in the sensorimotor system can mediate the transfer
of behaviorally relevant information (Rubino et al., 2006). It is
also in line with the recent theory proposing that oscillations in
the beta frequency band can convey top-down signals about behavioral context (Bressler and Richter, 2015; Friston et al., 2015).
Implications for disease
Cortical PMBS is reduced in patients with Parkinson’s disease
(Pfurtscheller et al., 1998; Tamás et al., 2003). According to our
proposed theory, an attenuation of the PMBS implies uncertainty
in feedforward estimations and would engender more reliance on
sensory feedback and a greater variability of movement. Consistent with our theory, Parkinson’s disease patients rely heavily on
visual guidance during reaching and grasping movements (Jackson et al., 1995; Majsak et al., 1998), and typically also find it
easier to initiate externally evoked rather than internally evoked
movements (Siegert et al., 2002; Torres et al., 2011). In addition,
patients fail to reduce motor variability with repeated movements (Sheridan et al., 1987; Martin et al., 1994), and have difficulty in performing learned movements automatically (Wu and
Hallett, 2005).
The characteristically attenuated PMBS in Parkinson’s disease
implies that the basal ganglia may normally play a role in modu-
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lating the PMBS. The basal ganglia are in an ideal position to
integrate afferent information and corollary motor discharge because they receive inputs from a wide range of cortical areas.
Computational models have stressed the role of the basal ganglia
in Bayesian inference and action selection (Bogacz and Gurney,
2007), and a recent study showed increased information flow
from the subthalamic nucleus to the sensorimotor cortex in a
visuomotor adaptation task following consistent and large errors
which invalidated the internal model (Tan et al., 2014b).
Potential limitations and concluding remarks
The current study has some potential limitations. First, the experimental design is based on the comparison of behavior and
EEG between two experimental conditions, with the visual feedback of the movement during the priming phase being either
veridical or random. It would be interesting to see how behavior
and the PMBS changes with different degrees of randomness in
the priming phase. However, this would require multiple adaptation sessions for the same subject, and the results might be
confounded by saving and interference effects between different
adaptation sessions. Second, different processes have been identified in visuomotor adaptation (Huberdeau et al., 2015) and the
awareness of visual rotation may prompt employment of different processes and strategies in visuomotor adaptation (Werner et
al., 2015). Our study was not able to control for potential additional processes triggered by the different experimental conditions, although it is noteworthy that reaction time and movement
duration did not differ between the conditions in the adaptation
and washout phases, suggesting that motor strategies were relatively consistent during these phases in the two conditions.
Furthermore, our paradigm was not well designed to dissociate
whether the uncertainty associated with the estimated mean perturbation and that associated with the estimated variance of the
perturbation (or expected uncertainty as it is referred to here)
have dissociable effects on behavior and on the PMBS. In addition, although mixed-level modeling identified estimation uncertainty as having predictive power with respect to PMBS that
was independent of trial-to-trial adjustment, the current paradigm was not itself designed to dissociate trial-to-trial adjustment
and estimation uncertainty, which correlate with one another.
Last, what we observed here is correlational. Further studies that
modulate PMBS by transcranial alternating current stimulation
and studies on patients who have impaired PMBS are required to
provide further evidence for the causal effect of PMBS in motor
control.
With the above provisos in mind, we have shown that the
PMBS in healthy human sensorimotor cortex is modulated by the
history of task-relevant errors, and correlates negatively with
the estimation uncertainty associated with feedforward predictions. This, in turn, has consequences for motor adaptive performance, consistent with Bayes’ theorem. These results suggest that
PMBS could serve as an index of confidence in feedforward estimations in sensorimotor control. Further investigation is warranted to establish whether the cortical PMBS reflects activity in
more distributed subcortico-cortical circuits, and if, when deranged, contributes to motor impairments.
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